
A HANDBOOK FOR	


LIFE	




	


Dear Colleague,	

	


In this handbook, you will find some top tips for how to incorporate the LIFElines into 
your lessons.  This is by no means an exhaustive list – just some simple strategies for 
you to try.	

	


Depending on your subject area, the number of LIFElines to which you will refer in your 
lessons will vary.  All that we ask is that if the learning requires pupils to use a 
particular LIFEline to aid their learning, then reference be made to it. 	

	


To ensure learning is focused, we recommend that staff refer only to a small number of 
LIFElines in the lesson.	

	


Please write the codes on your objective board so that pupils are explicitly told which 
LIFElines they are using that lesson.  	

	


When pupils record their learning objective in their exercise books, ask them to note 
down the LIFEline code as well.  There is no need for pupils to write the LIFEline down 
in full as these are recorded in their learning journals.	

	


Remember, the LIFElines are key Literacy skills that will help pupils in ALL subjects.  
Collectively, we have a moral duty to support our pupils in this area so that they can 
thrive and achieve in all subjects.	

	


As always, thank you for your support and cooperation.  If you have any questions, 
please don’t hesitate to speak to me for any further advice or support.  All feedback is 
welcome so if you have tried something that has gone well or didn’t quite go to plan, 
please come and speak with me.	

	


Enjoy LIFE!	


Claire Ward J	


    

Literacy - State of the Nation: 	

One in six people in the UK struggle with literacy. This means their literacy is 

below the level expected of an eleven year old.	






R1: Read out loud and in front of your peers	


Top Tips:	

!   Remind pupils that reading aloud actually can 

help them to understand a text better.	

!   Set ground rules for reading out loud for 

example: 1) Everyone must participate. 2) 
Clear voice. 3) Well-paced. 4) Remember to 
pause using punctuation as a guide. 5) 
Attempt difficult words by sounding them 
out – Don’t give up!	


!   Encourage reluctant readers to read a short 
passage or a few lines of a text.	


!  Allow pupils to prepare their reading in 
advance.	


!  Give pupils advance notice of who will read 
in the next lesson.	


!  Allow pupils to read aloud in pairs or small 
groups.	


!   Reward pupils who read out loud.	

Bredekamp, Copple, & Neuman:	


Reading aloud is the foundation for literacy development. It is the single 
most important activity for reading success.	




R2:	  Sound	  out	  new	  words	  that	  you	  come	  
across	  –	  don’t	  give	  up!	  

Top Tips:	

!   Encourage pupils to sound out new words 

by breaking the word up into smaller parts 
for example: Holocaust = Hol/o/caust.	


!  Remind pupils that breaking a word up into 
smaller parts can actually help with their 
spellings as well.	


!   Sound out really difficult words together as 
a class or on the board.	


!  Try not to correct pupils unless they have 
attempted the word themselves.	


!  Access online pronunciations of words; 
most online dictionaries have pronunciation 
options.	


!  Turn difficult to pronounce words into a 
game where pupils are rewarded for having 
a go.	


!  Create a learning culture where pupils are 
not afraid to give new words a go.	




R3:  Ask questions about the text to make sure 
you understand it	


Top Tips:	

!  Once a text has been read, give pupils time to 

ask questions about WHAT they have read.	

!   Encourage pupils to ask questions to one 

another to further aid their understanding.	

!  Do pupils have any questions about vocabulary 

choices?	

!  Make sure pupils are given the time to ASK 

these questions.	

!  Make sure you CHECK that pupils have 

understood what they have read.  For longer 
texts, a simple approach might be to ask: 1) 
Who is writing this or narrating? 2) Where is 
this taking place? 3) What is happening? 4) Why 
has this been written? 5) When is this taking 
place? 	


!   Ask questions at regular intervals so that you 
can address any misunderstandings.	


Voltaire: 	

Judge a man by his questions rather than his answers. 	




R4: Use different reading strategies to help you 
understand a text more	


Top Tips:	

!   When reading a text, encourage pupils to use lots of 

different reading strategies so that they engage more 
with what they have read.	


! Close Reading: You pay close attention to understanding 
the meaning in what you have read.	


! Inference: When someone makes a point that isn’t 
obvious and you have to ‘read between the lines’ to find 
the meaning.	


! Skimming: You read quickly through the sentences to 
gain the gist of the meaning.	


! Scanning: Your eyes dart around a text searching for a 
specific word/phrase/number/date.	


! Visualising: You see a picture in your mind to help gain a 
better impression or understanding of the text.	


! Predicting: You make informed guesses about the text.	

! Questioning: You ask a number of questions when 

reading to help you understand the text better.	

! Reading backwards and forwards: You have to read back 

in a text or read forward to make connections or 
clarify your ideas.	


! Empathising: You put yourself in someone else’s shoes 
and feel what they feel.	


Richard Steele: 	

Reading is to the mind what exercise is to the body. 	




R5: Be positive about reading and its benefits	


Top Tips:	

!   Encourage pupils to be positive about reading by 

sharing your own positive experiences of reading.	

!   Remind pupils that reading is not just about reading 

stories.  It can be reading a newspaper, a football 
programme, an article about a topic pupils are 
interested in, recipes, biographies, autobiographies, 
comics etc…  Find ways to tap into what pupils enjoy; a 
great tool for getting to know your pupils as well.	


!   Talk to pupils about what they enjoy reading.	

!   Recommend books that they might like to read.	


!   Incorporate subject specific reading into your lessons 
on a regular basis.  Speak to the English Department 
about recommended reads for your subject.	


!   Create displays of books related to your subject.  Invite 
pupils to review these when they have read them.	


!   Reward pupils for being positive about reading.  	

!   Ensure your ‘I am reading…’ poster is kept up to date.	


2013 research by Dr Alice Sullivan and Matt Brown from the Institute of Education: 	

10 to 16 year-olds who read for pleasure do better at school. 	


Reading for pleasure is more important for children's cognitive development than 
their parents' level of education. 	






W1: Where appropriate, write in full sentences 
with capital letters at the start and a full stop at 

the end	


Top Tips:	

!   This is a basic rule but one pupils forget on a 

regular basis!  A simple reminder is often all that is 
needed.	


!   Where pupils are not using these, ask them to go 
back and make corrections using their purple pens.	


!   Remind pupils that the best way to write in full 
sentences is to re-word the question.  	


!   Give pupils lots of opportunities to write in full 
sentences.  This will help pupils later when they are 
required to write extended answers for GCSE 
examinations.	


!   Use the LIFESupport Marking Codes to highlight 
errors that pupils make in their writing.  Make sure 
pupils go back and correct these.	


!   Reward and praise excellent examples of writing in 
your subject.	


	  
	  

World Literacy Foundation:	

The link between illiteracy and crime is clear. In various countries around the 
world, studies show that a majority of prison inmates have poor literacy skills. 

Also, amongst juvenile delinquents, up to 85% are functionally illiterate.	

In the UK, about 80% of prisoners have reading and writing skills below basic 

levels. Those who are still illiterate upon release have a high probability of     
re-offending.	




W2: Use subject specific vocabulary within your 
writing 	


Top Tips:	

!   Encourage pupils to use as many subject specific 

words as they can in their writing on a regular 
basis.	


!   Check pupils’ understanding of meanings and 
spellings by setting vocabulary quizzes/starters.	


!   Create vocabulary walls in your classrooms and 
around your subject areas.  Choose words that 
pupils are finding difficult to spell or understand.	


!   Invite pupils to add to your vocabulary walls on a 
regular basis.	


!   Ask pupils to design subject specific glossaries for 
your subject and give other pupils copies of these.	


!   Set challenges in lessons that encourage pupils to 
use particular key words in their writing.	


!   Use the LIFESupport Marking Codes to highlight 
errors in spelling.  Make sure pupils go back and 
correct these.	


	  
	   Julia Strong - Literacy Across the Curriculum:	


How can an English department be responsible for helping 
students acquire the language students need for music or PE or 
science? Each subject has its own pattern of language that is tied 
up inextricably with meaning. An English teacher cannot teach 
children the vocabulary of science, let alone the patterns of 

language needed to express scientific thought effectively. Only a 
science teacher can do that.	




W3: Longer pieces of writing should have 
paragraphs, a range of sentences and 

punctuation 	

Top Tips:	

!   In subjects where pupils are required to write 

at length, it is important that we remind them 
about paragraphing, sentences and punctuation.	


!  Model examples of extended pieces where 
these skills are displayed.	


!   Before extended pieces, give pupils a writing 
checklist.  These should be differentiated based 
on ability.	


!   Explicitly teach the rules for paragraphing, 
sentences and punctuation.  If your subject 
requires it, then incorporate this into your 
lessons.	


!   The following pages in your handbook are a 
basic resource you can use with your classes.  
Give pupils access to these in your classrooms 
by displaying them or having copies printed for 
exercise books.	


	  
	  

Geoff Barton:	

You won’t get better writing from students if you aren’t 

explicit about what you expect. You need to embed these 
techniques into your practice. Don’t try them for one lesson 

and then dismiss them. They do work. Guaranteed.	








W4: Use a dictionary to check difficult-to-spell 
words	


Top Tips:	

!  Giving pupils access to dictionaries is an 

essential tool if they are to improve their 
spelling.	


!   If you don’t have access to dictionaries, 
allow pupils to use their mobile phones and 
electronic devices to check spellings.	


!   If pupils are making common errors, 
address these during your lessons by 
playing a spelling game or creating a 
mnemonic to help pupils remember it.	


!  Use the LIFESupport Marking Codes to 
highlight errors in spelling.  Make sure 
pupils go back and correct these.	  

	  
Vivienne Westwood: 	


Every time I have to look up a word in the dictionary, I’m 
delighted.	




W5: Present your work clearly with your neatest 
handwriting	


Top Tips:	

!  Remind pupils of the need to write legibly 

especially for examination purposes.	


!  Create a culture in your classroom where 
pupils care about their work and the quality 
of their presentation.	


!  Reward careful presentation and don’t 
ignore careless handwriting.	


!   If you have a genuine concern over a child’s 
handwriting, please raise this with the 
school’s SENCO.	


	  

Sophie Irwin, SpLDs Tutor & Disability Awareness Trainer:	

Poor handwriting slows progress, reduces the volume 

and content of work and can also make a piece of work 
unreadable and hinder spelling.  The underlying 

frustrations of handwriting difficulties for an individual 
should not be underestimated nor indeed the range of 

problems they can cause. 	






T1: Actively listen to your teacher and other 
pupils in the class	


Top Tips:	

!   In your lessons, give pupils lots of opportunities to 

improve their listening skills.  Some examples might 
be:	


!   If you are reading a text, ask pupils to write a 20 
word summary at the end to show they have 
listened.	


!   If you are watching a video clip or listening to a 
recording, give pupils a writing frame to make 
notes on or a set of questions to answer.	


!   If pupils are delivering presentations, other pupils 
can peer assess the quality of the presentation or 
make notes on the content (see Pg 20 for a sample 
peer assessment sheet).	


!   Ask comprehension style questions which pupils 
have to answer orally rather than writing down 
their answers.	


!   Pupils listen to a description given by the teacher 
or another pupil and then draw what is being 
described.	


Skills You Need:	

Hearing is a passive process - like breathing - we do it 
without thinking.  Listening, however, is a learnt skill 

and an active process.  Our brains have to work harder 
to process the information that we hear and see in 
order to understand the meaning of the message.  

Understanding is the goal of listening.	




T2: Try to become more confident at speaking in 
front of the whole class, in pairs and in groups	


Top Tips:	

!   In your lessons, give pupils lots of opportunities to 

improve their speaking skills by speaking in front of 
the whole class, in pairs and in groups.	


!   Set up group work and paired work carefully; 
choose who pupils work with to ensure they are 
challenged to communicate with pupils outside of 
their friendship groups.	


!   If you are asking pupils to present to the class, 
discuss and set success criteria in terms of content 
and delivery.  Use the resource on the following 
page to assess the quality of pupils’ speech or use 
for peer assessment.  When peer assessing, give 
pupils 3 or 4 presentations to focus on rather than 
everyone assessing them all.	


!   Put pupils in pairs and ask each pair to prepare a 
starter based on a particular topic.	


!   Create a culture where pupils feel safe and 
comfortable to speak in front of one another.	


	  
I CAN TALK:	


Effective oral language skills are the building blocks on which 
subsequent literacy and numeracy development is based. Without 

solid foundations in language and communication skills, children run 
the risk of school failure, low self-esteem and poor social skills. Yet 
up to 80% of children in some areas of the UK are starting school 

without these vital skills.	
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Marking	  Criteria:	  
*	  1	  =	  Outstanding	  *	  2	  =	  Good	  *	  3	  =	  SaFsfactory	  *	  4	  =	  UnsaFsfactory	  

PEER	  ASSESSMENT:	  SUCCESS	  CRITERIA	  
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T3: Where appropriate, speak formally using 
your best English ���

 T4: Speak clearly and pronounce your words as 
carefully as you can	


Top Tips:	

!  When pupils are speaking formally, remind 

them of the need for Standard English for 
example, because instead of ‘cos or yes 
instead of yeah.	


!  Remind pupils that sounding out words 
properly can actually help with their 
spellings for example Wed-nes-day/Feb-ru-
ary.	


!  Remind pupils that non standard English is 
appropriate for certain situations but if they 
are speaking formally they shouldn’t use any 
slang terms.  The same applies for writing 
too!	


	   BBC News – Mind your Slanguage:	

Slang is sabotaging language, with some teenagers unable 
to speak in any other way, say critics… Their language is 
becoming saturated by slang, leaving them ill-equipped to 

communicate in the wider world.	




T5: Try not to give short answers – extend 
and develop the points you make.	


Top Tips:	

!  When pupils answer a question, encourage 

them to explain their answer in more depth 
and detail.  Use phrases such as: What do 
you mean by…? Can you give an example 
of…? Why do you think…? 	


!  Ask other pupils to develop and extend 
what other pupils say.	


!  Ask other pupils to question what another 
person has said.	


!  Give pupils thinking time to answer 
questions.  Think-pair-share is a simple 
strategy that improves the depth and detail 
in pupils’ responses.	


Julia Strong - Literacy Across the Curriculum:	

To deepen understanding, talking through problems plays an 
important role. Silent classrooms do not lend themselves to 

progress. Discussing, explaining, questioning and using talk and 
writing to tussle with ideas are all aspects of the struggle 

towards clarity and deepening thought in any subject. 	





